
3DM Digital Microscope 

Model:3DM-A200 

 

 

 

A. Applied Range: 

This Automatic Rotary 3D Digital Microscope can be widely used in the 

areas bellow: 

1.micro-electronics 

2.precision electronic inspection 



3.PCB solder testing industries 

4.hardware & precision parts 

5.criminal investigation 

6.life sciences 

7.plant morphology, etc. 

 

 

B. Product Feature: 

This automatic rotary lens inspects the object in 35 ° angle and can 

automatically rotating view the side of object clearly in 360 ° angle, thus it 

neither needs to tilt the lens and measured object, nor requires complex 

adjustments.  

 

360 Degree Rotation 



It can observe the object with higher depth of field than general 

microscope,and the surface of the object on the different focal plane can be 

inspected clearly, so that it saves the time for the user to adjust the lens.  

 

The good optical design make the definition and central position of the 

image remain the same when continuing zoom in or zoom out so that the 

user needn’t to adjust again after zoom in or zoom out. And the Long 

working distance of 60mm enable the user to operate the object easily so 

as to improve the work efficiency. 

 

C. Controller:(Picture)  

1. Control of rotating 

direction, speed and 

pause 

2. Control of brightness, 

four quadrant lighting 

 



Basic Parameters: 

 

Lens parfocality guarantee (image remains in focus when switched from 2D 

to 3D) 

Central position remains unchanged when zoom in or zoom out  

Magnification: 3X--200X(base on 17" display) 

High reliable automatic rotary lens 

Internal LED with high brightness and long lifetime 

Speed governing controller of motor: Control of rotating direction,speed, 

brightness,four localized lighting and pause.  

DC12V input power of the motor. 

D.Imaging System:(Options) 

 

1.VGA HD digital camera with resolution of 1280X1024 and high speed of 

35fps which can connect to display directly  

2.HDC300 HD USB micro digital camera with optional resolution of 

2560X1536/1280X1024 and USB2.0 output, speed of 30fps which can 

save pictures 

3.High resolution camera: 5.0MP,9.0MP with measurement process 

software 

4. Scope Pad 10” screen 5 MP camera system 

Optical Parameter List 



 

 

 

1. Control of rotating 

direction, speed and 

pause 

2. Control of brightness, 

four quadrant localized 

lighting 
 

 


